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The purpose of the article is to present the main points on the 
science or the construction, development, use and maintenance 
of library classification systems. Problems of structure of library 
c1assificalion, as of a specific kind of activity, the nature of the 
document and classes of documents are discussed. (Author) 

Library syslemalo!ogy is the science of the construction, 

dcvclop�en
'
t ,  use, and l�aintcnancc of library classification. 

There are three basic concepts of library systematology upon 
which the theory and practice of library classification is built. 
They arc: concepts of activity, of structure and of system. 

An activity is a specific fragment of human life. In terms of 

structure, classification activity consists of five components: 

a) the objects classified, b) the subject of the classification 

action, c) the objectives of the classification action, d) the 

classification action itself, and e) the result of the classifica
tion action in the form of a class of clements. 

A class is a group of related elements. The C01mnon feature 
on the basis of which the groups of related objects (classes) are 

created is called "the characteristic of division". In this way a 
group of clements united by a common characteristic is called 
a class. 

With respect to their plt1poses, classification systems can 
be cognitive, instrumental, or mixed. The purpose of a cogni
tive classification is the comprehension of reality. An instru

mental classification is called upon to serve some pragmatic 
purpose. A mixed classification combines in itsel f the features 
of both the cognitive and instrumental classifications. 

From the point of view of structure, a classification can be 
simple or complex. A simple classification is identified as an 
activity composed o f  the five above-mentioned components. 
A complex classification is an intelTelated aggregate of simple 
classifications. 

A classification is called direct if the identity of the 

classified objects and the elements of the created class can b e  
readily established. A classification i s  called environmental if 
the elements of the created class are concepts or similar 
artificial substitutes of the classified objects. A library classi

fication is a fine example of a complex, mixed, and direct-and

environmental classification. 

The object of a librmy class{(icatioll is the document. A 

document is a script at the moment of its perception by a 
reader, or, to put it b riefly, i t  is a reader-perccived script. The 
script is a material object on which the author has drawn 
certain symbols, signs or words with the help of a special 
instrument for the purpose of communicating its meaning to  
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thc reader. A document comprises three components: the 

material object (information catTier), the text (symbols, signs, 

words), and the meaning of the text. A script, when viewed 
from the point of vicw of these components, is a purcly 

physical object: i t  is a catTier of the text. The meaning of the 
tcxt is purely intellectual or to put i t  more broadly: a psychic 

phcnomenon. 

A document is more a casual thing than a permanent object 

of reality; it is originated by the reader at the moment when he 

reads the script, and i t  turns into a script when the process of 

reading is ovcr. 

Documents can be distinguished from one another in a) the 

information-can'ier, b) the text, and c) the meaning. A library 

accumulates scripts, but with the growing of their number, the 

problem invariably ariscs of rcducing the time of search for 

the needed script. This problcm cannot b e  solved if the scripts 

arc not ordered by classes. The origin oflibrary classification 

is, essentially, a method of saving the timc of search for the 

relevant document. The library accumulates scripts and thc 

librarian classifics documents. The class of documents is a 

sporadic object. The class of scripts is a permanent object, 

which is kept on the library shclf. The class of documents can 
be likened to a switched-on light bulb, and the class of scripts 

[0 a switched-off light bulb. 

The library creates and stores classes of three types: classes 

of scripts, classes of bibliographical records, and classes of 

subject headings. The structurc of these classes is the same: 

the name of the class plus the group of its elements. The 
clements of the class make up a group of related objects 

(without the namc of the class); the uniting characteristics is 

reflected in the obligatory structure component - the name of 

the class. According to their material cmbodiment, the ele
ments of the classes differ from onc another: they can he 
scripts, records or subject headings. 

When these two parts exist outside the readcr' s cognition, 

thcymere1y represent two adjacent physical objects, but when 

they are perceivcd by the reader they turn into an inseparable 

unity, into an intellectual systcm in which the subject (the 

reader) plays the role of an ingredient, which calls intercon

nection into being, and in this way this two-part stru�turc turns 

into a three-part formation. 

In order to form a class of scripts it is first of all nccessary 

to mentally cognize their common character and then physi
cally move the scripts into one place. 

The physical shifting of scripts is not an easy job, particular

ly if there are many of them. It seems that this sort of moving 

things from one place to another inspired the appearance of 

the Latin axiom: "Quietis nOI1 mover" (Let all sellIed things He 

in pyace). 
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